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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE
INTRODUCTION OF THE HIROSHIMA
UNIVERSITY FACULTY MENTOR SYSTEM

On November 21, 2017, Hiroshima University enacted the “University-wide Policy for
Securing and Fostering Excellent University Faculty: Becoming a University Where Young
Faculty Can Play an Active Role with Peace of Mind.” The policy clearly states that securing
and fostering excellent university faculty is essential for the stimulation of education and
research skills, and that young researchers, in particular, need to be able to commence their
careers as university faculty with a peace of mind to improve their abilities.
In this context, the employment of university faculty, in principle, applies the tenure-track
system to associate professors, lecturers, and assistant professors, and at the same time, it was
also determined that “mentor faculty will be assigned to newly appointed faculty as a
measure to support university faculty and ensure the independence of young faculty.”
Moreover, a report by the “Sub-Working Group on Faculty Skills Development and
Training” within the “Working Group on Improving the Education and Research
Environment” established under the Board of Directors found that, in principle, mentors
should be assigned not only to tenure-track faculty but also to faculty recruited by the
University. Following this, it was decided that the Hiroshima University Faculty Mentor
System would be introduced in April 2020.
By assigning mentors to act as advisers and counselors for all newly recruited faculty,
regardless of rank or employment type, this system ensures that they will not be left on their
own after their appointment but will be given appropriate support that will enable them to
smoothly commence their teaching, research, and administration activities.
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WHAT IS THE MENTOR SYSTEM?

The mentor system is an individual-focused support activity conducted by those with a
certain degree of work experience (mentors) for those with little experience (mentees). Along
with helping resolve issues in career development, it also assists personal growth by
providing support to help resolve worries and problems in the workplace.
Reportedly introduced in the USA in the 1970s, mentor systems have been widely adopted
by Japanese companies today. Universities are not any exception, as suggested by the gradual
introduction and expansion of mentoring programs aimed at the training of female and
tenure-track faculty in programs such as the Support Model for the Advancement of Female
Researchers launched by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) in 2006, as well as the Project to Promote the Development of Independent
Research Environments for Young Researchers and Project to Disseminate and Establish the
Tenure-Track System. To date, the University has also implemented mentor systems for
female and tenure-track faculty, such as in our project, to accelerate the reform of systems for
training female researchers and promoting the development of independent research
environments for young researchers and building of consortia for the development of human
resources in science and technology.
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The mentor–mentee relationship entails the intentional and systematic establishment of a
nurturing interpersonal relationship between senior and junior scholars that form naturally in
the workplace. Mentors are veterans in the work being undertaken by mentees, ideally people
who are easily accessible on a daily basis. Mentors are expected to play a role in fostering a
relationship of trust through regular meetings (mentoring), providing counseling with regard
to academic duties, and offering advice.
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PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES AND
ACHIEVEMENTS EXPECTED OF FACULTY

Hiroshima University’s new long-term vision, the SPLENDOR PLAN 2017 (adopted
April 2017), lists three visions of Hiroshima University from the respective standpoints of
research, education, and social responsibility. Based on this foundation, the “Sub-Working
Group on Developing and Fostering Faculty Member Capacities” has determined the
following expected outcomes for university faculty and the professional competencies these
entail. Our training program for new faculty, in addition to carrying out the training to
develop these capacities, will systematically nurture the skills required of our faculty by
supporting each new faculty member through the mentor system.
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THE ROLE OF MENTORS

A mentor’s role depends on the mentee in question. For example, tenured and associate
professors who have already established careers as university faculty will require counseling
and support regarding aspects of education, research, administration, and management
specific to the University, rather than advice on teaching or research activities. What is called
for here is responding to questions pertaining to the system and operations, such as the
“HiPROSPECTS(Hiroshima University Program of Specified Education and Study)” that
characterizes our University’s unique educational system, the various initiatives and projects
aimed at strengthening our research capabilities, the numerous activities related to
educational affairs, entrance examinations, student support, and the University’s personnel
system, and helping such faculty navigate what to pursue and how, as well as where to ask
the questions that will help them find the answers they require. However, for tenure-track
associate professors, lecturers, and assistant professors, guidance, advice, and counseling
about tenure review is an important role for faculty mentors. Many tenure-track faculty
members are worried about securing tenure. Over the course of five to seven years of the
tenure-track period, mentors will be required to provide specific advice on research activities,
including advice on the best course of action to acquire tenure.
Further, many early-career assistant professors (assistant professors on three-year
contracts) are novice faculty members, still “greenhorns,” so to speak, in their role as
university faculty. Mentors will be called upon to give advice on the ABC’s of being a
member of a university faculty, so that they can conduct research and educational activities
independently, as well as to provide advice and counseling on their careers after the
completion of their term. Others, such as specially appointed faculty and faculty of
collaborative research laboratory, have been hired to carry out specific projects. Please
understand that mentors will have different roles, ranks, and mentoring periods depending on
the type of position, the purpose of the post, and the career details of individual mentees (see
the table below).
It should also be noted that the primary role of a mentor is to be a casual consultant or
adviser for their mentee. While it is to be hoped that mentors will provide their mentees with
advice on the knowledge and skills necessary for undertaking their duties as new members of
the University faculty as well as with support in terms of career development, it must be
remembered that mentors cannot be held liable for their mentees’ results (e.g., whether an
external funding application is accepted or not or a tenure-track faculty member fails to
secure tenure).
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M ENTORING R OLES , R ANKS ,
Mentee

AND

P ERIODS

BY

Mentor
Appointment

Mentor Role

Tenured faculty members

Counseling mentees with regard to the following matters:
(1) Building a research environment.
(2) Classes and student research guidance.
(3) University administration and management.
(4) Participation in training programs for new faculty members.
(5) Other matters related to improving the education and research environment.

Tenure-track faculty
members

Providing mentees with guidance, advice, and counseling with regard to the
following matters:
(1) Pursuing independent research and establishing a research environment.
(2) Classes and student research guidance.
Compulsory
(3) The tenure-track system in general.
(4) University administration and management.
(5) Participation in training programs for new faculty members.
(6) Other matters related to improving the education and research environment.

Assistant Professor under
Article 14 of the Labor
Standards Law
(Assistant professor on
three-year contract)

Providing mentees with guidance, advice, and counseling with regard to the
following matters:
(1) Pursuing independent research and establishing a research environment.
(2) Classes and student research guidance.
Compulsory
(3) Career building.
(4) University administration and management.
(5) Participation in training programs for new faculty members.
(6) Other matters related to improving the education and research environment.

Specially appointed faculty
members, contributing
faculty members, etc.,
hospital assistant
professors, faculty
members of collaborative
research laboratory, etc.
(excepting part-time
workers and those re-hired
after retirement)

T YPE

Providing mentees with guidance, advice, and counseling with regard to the
following matters:
(1) Pursuing independent research and establishing a research environment.
(2) Classes and student research guidance.
(3) Career building.
Voluntary
(4) University administration and management.
(5) Their official responsibilities and projects.
(6) Other matters related to improving the education and research environment
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M ENTEE
Mentor Rank


Compulsory

OF







When the mentee is a professor, the mentor is a
professor.
When the mentee is an associate professor, the
mentor is a professor or an associate professor.
When the mentee is an associate professor, the
mentor is a professor.
When the mentee is a lecturer, the mentor is a
professor or an associate professor.
When the mentee is an assistant professor, the
mentor is a professor, an associate professor, or
a lecturer.

Mentoring Period

1 year from the date
of appointment

Tenure-track period
(5–7 years)

Professor, associate professor, or lecturer

3 years from the
date of appointment







When the mentee is a professor or an associate
professor (or equivalent), the mentor is a
professor or an associate professor.
When the mentee is a lecturer (or equivalent),
the mentor is a professor, an associate professor,
or a lecturer.
When the mentee is an assistant professor (or
equivalent), the mentor is a professor, an
associate professor, a lecturer, or an assistant
professor.

Period deemed
necessary by the
chair of academic
discipline
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MENTORING ACTIVITY WORKFLOW

1) SELECTION OF MENTORS
Two mentors will be selected for each mentee. Mentors are selected by the Personnel
Selection Committee when hiring new faculty members based on the following criteria:
MENTOR SELECTION CRITERIA
 In principle, tenured professors, associate professors, lecturers, or assistant professors
who have been with the University for more than three years.
 Individuals at the same or higher rank as the mentee.
* See “Mentoring Roles, Ranks, and Periods by Type of Mentee” on the previous page.

 In principle, one member of faculty should be selected from the same field of specialty as
the mentee and one from another field.
* The same field of specialty means that it is the same academic sub-field as mentee.

 If the mentee is a woman, in principle, one female mentor should be selected.
In addition to the above criteria, please also consider the following points during selection:
 Mentors should not be on their mentees’ tenure review committee.
 Mentors should ideally have smooth communication skills and an enthusiasm toward
nurturing personnel.

FROM MENTOR SELECTION TO APPOINTMENT
At Appointment and
Selection
• After the final
candiates are selected
by the Personnel
Selection Committee,
mentor candidates will
be selected.
• A “Mentor Selecetion
Report” isprepared for
submission to the
Academy Council

Approval by the Academy
Council

After the Decision to
Appoint

• Reporting in
conjunction with
performance reviews
of the final candidates
to determine
mentoring candidates.

• Mentor candidates are
notified of their formal
appointment by the
chair of the Personnel
Selection Committee

After the Mentee's Arrival
• Mentees are ntoified
of their mentors by
the chair of the
Personnel Selection
Committee

The chairperson of the Personnel Selection Committee will notify each mentor of the information of
the mentee (Name, Date of appointment, Planned position, Affiliation, The field of specialty) and of
another mentor in charge (Name, Position, Affiliation, Mentoring Period).
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2) ATTENDING MENTOR TRAINING SESSION
Members of faculty serving as mentors for the first time are requested to attend the mentor
training session conducted by the Faculty Development Committee. We strongly recommend
that you attend this session to familiarize yourself with the minimum necessary knowledge,
including the details of the University’s mentor system, the basics of mentoring, and points to
consider when interacting with your mentees. We will contact you regarding the session in
advance by e-mail and post it in the training portal on IROHA, the university-wide
information portal site, so please keep an eye out for the notice.
University-wide information portal site IROHA → Training portal → “Information
about New Faculty Training Program”

3) PREPARATION FOR THE FIRST MEETING
Before commencing mentoring activities, please check in advance that the mentors are
able to provide mentor support based on the “Mentoring Activity Checklist for the First
Meeting” (see Appendix) and that mentees desire mentors’ help. Mentors will check off each
item from the viewpoint of whether they are able to give advice or provide information based
on their own experience. The checklist allows mentors to clearly communicate the support
they are able to and wish to offer and can be used to foster communication and build mentor–
mentee relationships.
4) FIRST MEETING (TO BE CONDUCTED WITHIN ONE MONTH OF
APPOINTMENT)
Mentors are asked to contact their mentees to schedule an initial meeting, which should
take place within the first month after the mentee takes up his or her appointment. In this first
interview, after introducing themselves, mentors should explain the purpose of mentoring and
what they can offer in their role as mentors and then determine together how to proceed in the
future while listening to any requests on the part of the mentee. Mentees may offer their own
mentoring proposals at this initial meeting if they desire.
While it is desirable that this first meeting should involve both mentors along with the
mentee, it is also possible to schedule separate meetings with each mentor. As a reference
material for the first meeting, a reference guide is available below as “Mentoring Activity
Checklist for the First Meeting” (see Appendix), and mentors can also use the “Mentoring
Activity Record Sheet” to record interviews. Please make use of these materials as needed.
Please also note that mentoring is a part of your duties so should be done during working
hours as a rule. The standard meeting length is from about 30 minutes to 1 hour.
5) SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITIES
For the second and subsequent meetings, please address the needs of the mentee. While it
is desirable to schedule regular meetings until the mentee becomes accustomed to the
environment, this does not necessarily always mean face-to-face interviews; it is also possible
to offer counseling by e-mail or telephone. If a mentee has specific questions, meetings will
proceed more smoothly if these are summarized and communicated in advance.
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Further, mentoring calls for an attitude that seeks to understand and respect the mentee’s
various ideas in a manner that precludes the imposition of the mentor’s own thoughts and
experiences. To build a constructive relationship, perform a self-check using the
“Communication Checklist for Successful Mentoring” (see Appendix).
During the mentoring process, instances may arise where the mentor may have difficulty
responding or find themselves at a loss as to how to best advise the mentee. In other cases,
mentees may experience difficulty with their faculty mentor. In such cases, a “Senior Mentor”
has been made available for counseling and may be contacted by e-mail at the following
address.
Counseling and
advice, etc.

Mentor

Senior mentor

Counseling office (contact for senior mentors): mentor@ml.hiroshima-u.ac.jp

6) ACTIVITY REPORT (QUESTIONNAIRE)
Every March, mentors and mentees will be asked to submit a brief activity report (using a
questionnaire format). Mentors are awarded BKPI® (Basic Effort Key Performance
Indicator) points according to the length of time they have been assigned and the number of
individuals they are mentoring. These points will be awarded after completing the survey, so
be sure to respond. Responses will be tabulated and analyzed by the Faculty Development
Committee and used to improve the mentor system. Rest assured that all responses will be
processed statistically and will not be used for any purpose other than this survey.
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MENTOR SYSTEM Q & A

Q1:

IS IT DIFFICULT TO SELECT MENTORS ACCORDING TO THE
SELECTION CRITERIA?

As a general rule, it is desirable to select mentors who meet the selection criteria. However,
in the event that it is not possible to meet the selection criteria as the result of certain
adjustments, please specify this in the mentor selection report.

Q2:

CAN MEN BE MENTORS FOR FEMALE RESEARCHERS?

Yes. Advice based on a mentor’s extensive knowledge and experience is very important
regardless of gender. However, with female researchers, in principle, at least one of the two
mentors assigned should be a woman.
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Q3:

WHAT SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES SHOULD I UNDERTAKE AS A
MENTOR?

Basically, you will respond to and provide support with regard to the matters described
above in “4. The Role of Mentors.” When a mentee requests for a meeting, please arrange a
meeting for 30 minutes to an hour. You may also provide counseling or support by e-mail or
telephone. When responding as a mentor, please do so within the scope that will not interfere
with your principal duties as a researcher. Moreover, the table below lists activities that may
be considered as relevant for education and research, so please try to adapt them according to
the needs of mentees.

E XAMPLES OF M ENTORING A CTIVITIES



Discuss each other’s research, and offer constructive feedback.
Discuss your mentee’s ideas for his or her next project, and offer helpful
feedback.



Read grant proposals.



Listen to your mentee’s short-, medium-, and long-term goals, and discuss 1, 3-, and/or 5-year plans that take research projects and teaching
responsibilities into account.
Discuss publication strategies, teaching portfolio, management of
departmental duties, and other activities. Help the mentee strategize about
when to accept teaching, speaking, and service requests and when to say no."

Intellectual engagement

Navigating academic
structures

Network building

Teaching advice/support

General support





Discuss time management and balancing workloads.




Help your mentee to build a professional network both within and beyond
Harvard.
Introduce your mentee to editors.



Introduce your mentee to colleagues at other institutions.




Offer advice on teaching and advising, including undergraduate teaching,
graduate
Share successful teaching materials.



Visit your mentee’s classes and invite your mentee to visit your classes.





Get to know your mentee genuinely – as a person, scholar, and teacher.
Ask questions.
Be available.



Develop a relationship characterized by trust and open communication.

Source: Adapted from Harvard University, “Guide to Faculty Mentoring in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences,” pp. 14–15.

Q4:

WHAT SHOULD I KEEP IN MIND WHEN MEETING WITH MENTEES?

Be sure to listen to your mentees carefully. Investigate their needs and background,
including whether they are experiencing trouble and what steps are required to resolve their
issues. Give advice once you have properly understood the situation at the time of your
consultation.
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Q5:

HOW MUCH SUPPORT SHOULD I EXPECT FROM MY FACULTY
MENTOR?

Basically, mentees may seek support on anything they wish to know with regard to the
abovementioned matters described under “4. The Role of Mentors.” Trust your mentor and
have a frank discussion regarding any issues, concerns, or issues that you do not understand.
However, finding a solution to these problems is the sole responsibility of the mentee.
Mentors should be consulted on the understanding that they are supporters to help you
progress as an independent faculty member.

R EFERENCE C ASE
Educational research activities


Devising lessons so as to encourage active
student participation



Trouble supervising a graduate student’s
research project



Dealing with problem students



Providing tips and best practice for securing

Career formation, etc.


How to proceed with future research for
securing tenure?



Next steps after the expiration of a contract



Best way to perform the work required by a
given committee



How to balance work and childcare?

research funding

Q6:

TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD MENTORS PROVIDE SPECIFIC
SOLUTIONS TO MENTEES SEEKING ADVICE?

In principle, specific solutions should not be offered. It is the mentor’s job to provide
persistent mentoring to help mentees find their own solutions. If a mentee is inexperienced
and unable to come up with a solution, a mentor can offer multiple solutions and let the
mentee choose for themselves.
Q7:

WHAT ABOUT WHEN IT SEEMS LIKE I CANNOT HELP AS A
MENTOR?

Mentors will not be able to respond to every situation put before them by a mentee. If you
encounter a question that you do not know the answer to, be honest about this with your
mentee, and provide advice on how to navigate the situation to find answers. Additionally,
for any questions that you are unable to address as a mentor, please treat these carefully by
consulting with the chair of academic discipline , the support office, or the senior mentor.

Q8:

WHAT KIND OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHOULD I BE
WORKING TOWARD AS A MENTOR?

Mentors are not professional counselors and do not require specialized knowledge in fields
like clinical psychology, but having listening skills and basic knowledge of what constitutes a
counseling mindset may be helpful for mentoring. Mentors are pacesetters who provide
consultation, encouragement, and appropriate support to achieve goals set by the mentee
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themselves. It is important to always bear this in mind being so that you can collect and
provide the necessary information.

Q9:

HOW MUCH DISTANCE SHOULD I MAINTAIN IN THE MENTOR–
MENTEE RELATIONSHIP?

Although mentoring is based on a relationship of trust with the mentee, it also requires a
reasonable sense of distance so that the mentee can maintain autonomy. Specific methods for
establishing this include 1) limiting meetings to on-campus venues, 2) limiting the meeting
date and time to within working hours, 3) setting the length of mentoring sessions in advance
(e.g., 1 hour), and 4) when asked to make a decision by a mentee, to refuse to let the mentee
decide for themselves.

Q10: WHAT DO I DO WHEN MY MENTEE DOES NOT GET IN TOUCH?
When mentoring, it will be advisable to schedule the next meeting in advance. When a
mentor says that “anytime is fine,” this can have the opposite effect of causing mentees to
refrain from getting in touch. As there will also likely be times when schedules change, how
to get in touch in such instances should be determined in advance.

Q11: WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I CAN NO LONGER CONTINUE AS A
MENTOR OR WANT TO BE REASSIGNED?
Assigned mentors can be changed at the wish of either the mentor or mentee. Please
indicate the reason why you can no longer continue as mentor or want to be reassigned in the
“Mentor Change Application Form” and apply to the director of the area of specialization in
the mentee’s home faculty.

Q12: WHAT SHOULD I DO WHEN SOMETHING GOES WRONG WITH
MENTORING?
Please seek advice by contacting the senior mentor, who serves as a point of contact for the
Faculty Development Committee, at the e-mail address below.
Counseling office (contact for senior mentors): mentor@ml.hiroshima-u.ac.jp
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M ENTORING C ONSIDERATIONS

1) CONFIDENTIALITY
Mentors, mentees, and senior mentors must not disclose each other’s personal information
obtained during the mentoring process without the express consent of the other party. The
handling and storage of personal information acquired in this process shall adhere to the
provisions of the “Hiroshima University Rules on the Handling of Personal Information”
(Regulation No. 23, April 1, 2005), so please bear this consideration in mind when handling
such information.
2) UNDERSTANDING INFORMATION ON CAMPUS
Mentors should grasp and understand the relevant information to be able to respond to
requests for advice on matters such as the various campus systems and institutions or
attending the New Faculty Training Program. Mentors of tenure-track faculty should also be
aware of their mentees’ tenure review criteria. For details, please visit the following
sites(Japanese site).



学内の各種案内⼿続：全学情報共有基盤システム「いろは」＞各種案内・⼿続き
Guidance and Procedures: University-wide information portal site IROHA > Procedures



新任教員研修プログラム：「いろは」研修ポータル＞新任教員研修プログラムに関する情報
New Faculty Training Program: IROHA Training Portal > Information about New Faculty Training Program



広島⼤学の改⾰と教員⼈事制度
Hiroshima University Reforms and Personnel System



新たな教員⼈事制度改⾰に関する規則・取扱い等：「いろは」
各種案内・⼿続き＞ R6 ⼈事 １ ⼈事関係の制度・⼿続き＞２ 各種⼿続きについて＞
２−８ 教員の⼈員措置及び候補者選考報告に係る⼿続きについて（⼈事委員会関係）
◯

新たな教員⼈事制度改⾰に関する規則・取扱い等

◯ 新たな教員⼈事制度に係る内規・基準等の整備に関する Q&A（内規制定・テニュア審査基準
・ポスト審査基準）【別ページ】
Rules and handling for the reforms to the new faculty personnel system: IROHA
o Procedures > R6 Personnel 1 Personnel systems and procedures> 2 On various procedures > 2-8 On
procedures related to reporting on faculty staffing measures and candidate selection (re: Personnel
Committee)

Rules and handling, etc. regarding reforms to the new faculty personnel system
 Q & A on improvements to internal rules and criteria for the new faculty personnel system
(internal regulations, tenure review standards, post-review standards) [see separate page]
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I NTERVIEWS

(Interview Date: December 9, 2019)

Prof. Shuichi FURUSAWA

Prof. Misako AIDA

Vice President (Library)

Executive VP (University Reform)

Linking hands and hearts to support new faculty across the university

The Hiroshima University Faculty Mentor System is being introduced in April 2020. We
asked two faculty members with the experience of being mentor to talk about their firsthand
experiences and expectations for the new system.

NURTURING YOUNG FACULTY THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY ORGANIZATION
Q: TELL US ABOUT THE PROCESS OF INTRODUCING THE SYSTEM
Aida: In the past few years, university reforms have progressed rapidly since Hiroshima
University’s selection to participate in the Research University Enhancement Project (RU)
and Top Global University Project (SGU). At the same time, we have also begun to review
human resource development measures for faculty. Faculty mentoring is not something we
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are only starting now—there was already a culture of experienced faculty supporting newer
faculty members. However, these efforts were confined to individual labs or graduate schools
or else were limited to female faculty members. No university-wide systems had yet been
established.
Furusawa: Hiroshima University has a common desire to enable young faculty to play an
active role with peace of mind. We considered what the university needed to do so and
prepared a mentoring system to support new faculty members who started working at
Hiroshima University. This allows mentees to start their education and research activities
smoothly. We further thought it could promote the education and research at our university.
Aida: I strongly believe that newly appointed faculty should not be left to their own devices
or be left behind, in ignorance of the things they do not yet know. For my own part, when I
was assigned to an environment where I did not know my right from my left, I found it to be
difficult in many ways. I feel that a system with a mentor I could turn to for advice at such
times could be quite encouraging.

A RELATIONSHIP OF TRUST BETWEEN MENTOR AND MENTEE IS
FUNDAMENTAL
Q: WHAT WERE THE ACTUAL OUTCOMES OF YOUR MENTORING EXPERIENCE?
Furusawa: Although we worked in different labs, I became the mentor for an assistant
professor because our research was similar. During the mentoring process I found out that the
equipment she required for her research was not available in her laboratory. As her mentor, I
proposed a new and improved environment in which she could successfully perform research.
Aida: When I was mentoring a female assistant professor—a STEM researcher like me, but
someone in a completely different field of specialization—I realized during our monthly
meetings that we could profitably make use of each other'’ specialties to conduct joint
research. We were also able to reconcile academic terminology from different fields, which
made for an interesting study. While advancing our research, I feel that I was able to convey a
clear sense of the various trends at the university and the post-up system for female faculty
members. Of course, this is not to say that I think that all mentors and mentees should
conduct joint research—just a reminder that such a thing is possible.
Furusawa: I think the basis of the mentor system is mutual trust. To build relationships,
mentors must listen to mentees. Instead of simply pointing out an answer, we ask the mentee
to think independently and then work out a solution together. If your mentee has difficulty to
find a solution, you can let them choose between different options.

AIMING TO STIMULATE CAMPUS COMMUNICATION
Q: WHAT IS THE POINT OF THIS SYSTEM?
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Aida: Approximately a hundred new members of faculty take up appointments each year,
which means that two hundred mentors will be required, and inevitably, some faculty will be
assigned multiple mentees. Further, as we expect that this will provoke a certain amount of
responsibility and anxiety, we are setting up a senior mentor who will help eliminate such
issues by supporting the mentors. Mentors should not have to put themselves out to address
all of their mentees’ questions. If they need help, they will always be able to seek advice from
the senior mentor of the Faculty Development Committee.
Furusawa: The mentor system also serves as a personal education system for the mentor. I
believe that once you are selected as a mentor, becoming someone to whom a mentee comes
for advice, will lead to personal growth; I want the mentor to have that kind of awareness as a
mentor. We should add that mentoring experience will also contribute to the faculty
member’s personal evaluation.

Q: WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM THE NEW SYSTEM?
Furusawa: The introduction of the mentor system is also intended to build communication
among the faculty members. For example, it is not at all unusual for there to be no regular
communication between labs located right next to each other. Since we are all colleagues in
Hiroshima University, I believe we should have stronger horizontal connections. I hope that
the mentoring system will help us build these connections.
Aida: If the system achieves sufficient penetration, faculty mentors will have more
opportunities to talk to and introduce their mentees to each other. I feel that exchanges among
faculty members will become more prevalent not only at the departmental or graduate school
level but also across the university as a whole. The Hiroshima University Faculty Mentor
System is a first attempt at a university-wide faculty support system, and it may take some
trial and error before it finds the right track. However, in the near future, I think we can
anticipate the emergence of a virtuous cycle wherein the faculty who have been mentees go
on to become mentors, and that an environment will emerge in which supporting new faculty
members will be seen as a matter of course throughout the university.
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Interviewees:
Professor Misako AIDA / Specialization: Quantum Chemistry
Born in Kanagawa Prefecture, Prof. Aida completed her master’s degree in chemistry at
Ochanomizu University’s Graduate School of Science in 1979, then went on to earn a
science doctorate in 1986 from the Tokyo Institute of Technology. After working as a
researcher at the National Cancer Center Biophysical Department (during which she
spent three years at IBM in the United States from 1988 to 1991), she was appointed
professorship at the Hiroshima University in October 1998 and at the Hiroshima
University Graduate School of Science in April 2000. Her administrative appointment
include being named Deputy Executive Director (Gender Equality) in July 2007,
Assistant to the President (Competitive Funding) in April 2010, Assistant to the President
(University Management Planning) in April 2012, Vice President (University
Management Planning) in April 2013, and Executive Vice President (in Charge of
University Reform) since April 2016. In July 2017, she was awarded the IUPAC 2017
Distinguished Women in Chemistry or Chemical Engineering. In the Accelerated Reform
of the Training System for Women in Research project, she served as a mentor for
several female members of faculty, and in the Home for Innovative Researchers and
Academic Knowledge Users (HIRAKU) project, she has been responsible not only for
the mid-term and final evaluation of tenure-track faculty members but also is in charge
of first- and second-year interviews and is responsible for providing appropriate advice.

Professor Shuichi FURUSAWA / Specialization: Immunobiology
Born in Tokyo, Prof. Furusawa graduated from the Department of Biology in the Faculty
of Science at Toho University in 1979. He earned a doctorate in medicine in 1990
(Teikyo University). Before coming to Hiroshima University, he was based at Teikyo
University between 1979 and 1990 (during which he served as a Research Assistant at
Harvard Medical School, USA in 1981 and a Senior Researcher at the New York
University School of Medicine between 1985 and 1987), at the Juntendo University
School of Medicine from 1990 to 1992 (while being a visiting associate professor at the
NYU Faculty of Medicine over the same period), and then served as an Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries Engineer and Chief Researcher at the Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries Livestock Hygiene Laboratory in 1992. In 1995, he was appointed
as an associate professor at Hiroshima University’s School of Applied Biological
Science, and in 2004, he took up a professorship at the Hiroshima University Graduate
School of Biosphere Science. As the Departmental Chairman of Academic Affairs,
Assistant to the Dean of the Graduate School (Evaluation), and Deputy Dean of the
Graduate School (Education), he implemented educational reforms, self-assessment
evaluations, and training for newly appointed faculty members. Since 2011, as a Deputy
Executive Director of Hiroshima University (Education Reform) and a member of the
Human Resources Development Office Faculty Development Committee, he has
implemented educational reforms including the construction of a university-wide
portfolio system and flipped classrooms. He also supervised mentors for the Accelerated
Reform of the Training System for Women in Research project. In 2017, he served as
Vice President of Hiroshima University (Student Support) and was appointed Vice
President of Hiroshima University (Library) in 2019. He has also served as the Chairman
of the Educational Competency Development Subcommittee within the Human Resource
Development Promotion Headquarters Faculty Development Committee.
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(Interview date: December 16, 2019)

Dr. Nobuhiro OKABE

Dr. Yoriko TOMINAGA

Assistant Professor, Graduate School of

Lecturer, Graduate School of Advanced

Science

Sciences of Matter

The key to a “caring system” is for people to extend a hand to others in need

We invited two newly appointed Hiroshima University faculty members who had also
received mentor support to talk about the difficulties they encountered upon their arrival, as
well as to share their thoughts on the new Hiroshima University Faculty Mentor System.
MANY NEW FACULTY FACE ANXIETY AND PUZZLEMENT
Q: DID YOU EXPERIENCE ANY TROUBLE WHEN YOU FIRST ARRIVED?
Okabe: While I was placed in charge of classes and seminars immediately upon my arrival, I
found dealing with students who had problems to be a particular challenge. There were so
many different students, and I was quite worried about leading them in the right direction.
Tominaga: Since I came to Hiroshima University as a researcher immediately after
graduating, I started off without knowing what to do and without any idea about what other
faculty members were doing. Although there was a lot that I did not know, I had enough
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preparation time after I arrived as an assistant professor to take advantage of things like the
student laboratory, so I managed to gradually find my own way without too much panic.
THE PRESENCE OF VETERAN FACULTY TO RELY ON
Q: HAS IT BEEN HELPFUL TO HAVE A MENTOR?
Okabe: I have been receiving advice from a professor in the lab who has been mentoring me
since my arrival. As for how to engage with students, a system has been put in place by
which I can report problems as they occur and either have someone else address them in my
stead or provide guidance together with a professor and an associate professor, so that the
task does not fall to a single person. The stance my mentors have shown about taking on
difficult students has substantially reduced the burden on me.
Tominaga: Although I was assigned to the Accelerated Reform of the Training System for
Women in Research project, in my first year, I was assigned three faculty members as
mentors, and it was decided that one of these should be a woman. I felt a large sense of
security at being able to ask questions to a senior colleague of the same gender.

Q: WHAT SPECIFIC SUPPORT DO MENTORS PROVIDE?
Tominaga: I met once a month with a female mentor who was a full professor. Initially, I
mainly listened to what she had to say, but then, she suggested that “It would be a shame to
simply spend these sessions chatting, so why not conduct a joint research project?” After that,
I started working on combining my own research on semiconductor crystals with my faculty
mentor’s work on computational chemistry. Gradually, my faculty mentors also began
interacting with each other, and our joint research has evolved into further projects involving
corporate partners outside the university.
Okabe: Although members of the university faculty are required to have skills that track a
different vector than those of researchers, my mentors provided a place to study to hone them.
For example, conducting orientations for new students and giving public lectures served as
useful opportunities. I have also sought and received advice about how to proceed with
classes when in doubt about best options depending on the content.
A DESIRE FOR THE PROGRAM TO SUCCEED AS A “CARING SYSTEM”
Q: ARE THERE ANY ISSUES WITH THE SYSTEM?
Okabe: I feel that the point is all faculty members selected as mentors should have a real
understanding of the system’s purpose and be able to support young faculty members.
Tominaga: Whether everyone is able to share the purpose of the mentor system is a major
issue. Moreover, I feel that it will also be a challenge to select mentors suited to each
mentee’s specific situation. While I think it would be beneficial to have a younger faculty
colleague as a mentor, although this would facilitate speaking freely for mentees, it might
also be too conducive to an overly familiar relationship. Some people like me would probably
be more relieved to have support provided by more experienced members of faculty.
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Q: WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM THE NEW SYSTEM?
Tominaga: I think that the system of assigning mentors to all incoming faculty is unusual
even for Japan. My own hope is that it will be widely accepted as Hiroshima University’s
own “caring system”—one which “supports new faculty members throughout the university.”
If the system becomes well established, I feel it will probably make it easier to work for
researchers—both men and women—who are occupied caring for older relatives and children,
and of helping young researchers to become more proactive in their research activities.
Okabe: For newly appointed faculty, it might be more congenial to think of mentors as
advisers rather than instructors. When you feel that someone is there to extend a helping hand
when you run into trouble, you will never feel isolated, even though this might be your first
job. I feel that simply knowing in advance that such support is available will ease the mental
burden considerably. I hope the mentor system will find success in the future in helping
young faculty build their careers

Interviewees:
Dr. Yoriko TOMINAGA / Lecturer; Specialization: Crystal
Engineering, Electronic and Electrical Materials Engineering
Born in Kyoto Prefecture, Dr. Tominaga completed her doctorate at the Department of
Design Engineering in the Graduate School of Industrial Science at Kyoto Institute of
Technology, earning her Ph.D. in Engineering in 2012. She was hired in April 2012 at
Hiroshima University as a researcher in the Graduate School of Advanced Sciences of
Matter, where she was promoted to the rank of assistant professor in August 2012 and
then lecturer in April 2019. She was awarded the MEXT Young Scientists’ Prize in
April 2018 and became a recipient of the Hiroshima University President’s Award in
November that year. Further, since 2018, she has served as a Special Assistant to the
President of Hiroshima University.

Dr. Nobuhiro OKABE / Assistant Professor; Specialization: Astronomy
Born in Saitama Prefecture, Dr. Okabe completed his doctorate at the Tohoku
University Graduate School of Science, where he earned a Ph.D. in science in 2005.
The same year, he took up a postdoctoral post at Osaka University. After being hired
as a teaching assistant at the Tohoku University Graduate School of Science in 2006
and being promoted to assistant professor from 2007, he worked as a postdoctoral
fellow at Academica Sinica in Taiwan before being recruited as a specially appointed
researcher at the Kavli Institute for the Physics and Mathematics of the Universe at
Tokyo University from September 2013. In March 2015, he was appointed to an
assistant professorship at the Hiroshima University Graduate School of Science. In
November 2017, he received the Hiroshima University Phoenix Outstanding
Researcher Award.
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10

A PPENDICES

I. MENTORING ACTIVITY CHECKLIST FOR THE FIRST MEETING
Before starting the mentoring, use the following checklist to determine how mentors can help mentees
and the kind of assistance mentees want from their mentors. Further, at your first meeting, please use this
check sheet to confirm with each other the specific things that you will be able to do.
(You can download the excel file of the following checklist in IROHA. )
Mentee
(Name:

Support matters
)

(Advice and advice)

Mentor 1
(Name:

Mentor 2
)

(Name:










How to proceed with research
Administering research expenses
Maintaining research equipment
Laboratory operation
Acquisition of external grants (e.g. KAKENHI)
Joint research and projects
Articles and academic publishing
Other

□

□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□



□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□



How to proceed with lectures, experiments, and
practical training
How to write a syllabus
Grading methods
Visiting mentor classes
Visiting and providing advice on mentee classes
Research guidance, doctoral dissertation guidance
The TA / RA system
Student support (support with learning and life as an
academic, supporting international students)
Other

Tenure-track system in
general, career
development






Tenure-track system, tenure review criteria
Career path on campus
Career building in general
Other

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

University administration
and management






About university and departmental policies
Adapting to the university culture
On meetings and committee activities
Other

□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Attending the New
Faculty Training
Program





Overview of the New Faculty Training Program
Worthwhile training
Other

□
□
□

□
□
□

Other improvements to
the education and
research environment





Balancing life and work
Building networks on- and off-campus
Other

□
□
□

□
□
□

Promotion of
independent research and
establishment of a
research environment

Classes and student
research guidance









Desired (Y / N)
Regular interviews

□
□
□
□
□
□

)

Frequency:

□ Monthly □ Once every 3 months □ Bi-annually □ Other (Please specify): _____________
□ Consultation by e-mail or phone
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II. MENTORING ACTIVITY RECORD SHEET
This sheet is for both mentors and mentees to record details about the mentoring activities. At the end of
each academic year, you will be asked to participate in a survey to reflect on these mentoring activities.
Accordingly, please use this sheet to keep notes on your meetings.
Mentor Name: _______________________

Activity date

Day of
the
week

Mentee Name:_______________________
Method:
(e.g. meeting,
telephone, e-mail)

Time

1st

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

2nd

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

3rd

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

4th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

5th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

6th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

7th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

8th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

9th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓

10th

/

/

︓

〜 ︓
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Notes

III. COMMUNICATION CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESSFUL MENTORING
At the end of the initial stages of mentoring, mentors and mentees should check each of the
following items for themselves. Please check the items that apply and continue the mentoring
process while paying attention to the items that have not yet been checked, aiming to ensure that all
items will be addressed.
MENTOR CHECKLIST
No.

Items

1

I have shared my mentoring goals with my mentees based on a proper understanding of the
spirit and purpose of the mentor system.

2

I am putting into practice (or else working to acquire) the knowledge and skills necessary for
mentoring (e.g., coaching and counseling, basic knowledge of listening skills, and grasp of
campus information).

3

Rather than providing the guidance I want to give, I try to provide support based on mentees’
needs.

4

I am not neglecting my role as mentor because I am busy with my own work.

5

I actively listen to what my mentees have to say and strive to understand their needs.

6

I work to create an atmosphere free of constraints so that mentees will feel free to speak
openly even about matters they would normally find difficult.

Check
column

MENTEE CHECKLIST
No.

Items

1

Mentoring goals have been shared with me based on a proper understanding of the spirit and
purpose of the mentor system.

2

I engage with my mentor not as someone who will do something for me, but rather take a
proactive attitude toward learning for myself .

3

I actively demonstrate in words and attitudes about specific actions I should take to grow.

4

I demonstrate my willingness to accept feedback and advice from my mentor.

5

I do not neglect my mentoring promises because I am too busy.

6

I communicate honestly with my mentor about what I want to say and ask.

7

I immediately communicate any doubts or dissatisfaction I feel about my mentor's instructions
or feedback.

Check
column

Source: Modified excerpt from Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare (2012; p. 15)

※ You can download the excel files of these checklists on the IROHA.
各種案内・⼿続き ＞ R6 ⼈事 1 ⼈事関係の制度・⼿続き ＞２ 各種⼿続きについて ＞ ２−１４ 教員メンター制度について

Procedures > R6 Personnel 1 Personnel systems and procedures > 2 On various procedures > 2-14 On Faculty
Mentor System
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